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UCF Baseball
Falls to South
Carolina in
NCAA regional play.
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UCF grad making his mark
Along with being
a published
journ.alist in his
own right, Todd
McFliker won
honorable
mention in a
national writing
competition

NWA is a non-profit organization
STAFF WRITER
whose purpose is enhance the
future of writers by fostering conUCF - graduate
Todd tinuing education through awardMcFlicker's writing is getting him ing scholarships and providing no
places.
or low cost workshops and semiMcFliker, who graduated nars.
from UCF in 1999 with a degree
"I never thought it would win
in Creative Writing, recently won any awards," said McFliker.
an honorable mention by the "(After I graduated) I found all of
National Writers Association these screenplay and fiction com(NWA) in a nationwide competi- petitions and thought it was worth
tion for his short story "I'm a shot because it was good work.
Gonna Crawl," which intertwines . I worked on that story in Creative
Led Zeppelin lyrics into the story Writing and then in Fiction so
of an angst guitar player. The after two semesters worth of
JENNIFER PATERSON

Boating trips during summer "We must
available a sho~ car ride away make the best
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

i

SPECIAL TO THE FunJRE

UCF graduate Todd Mcfliker got to write about his favorite bands while covering the musk beat at Rag magazine in South Florida. McFliker attended the
Coachella Festival in Santa Barbara to cover the Jane's Addidion reunion concert.

Would you like to spend a day
near the water with friends?
If so, hop in your car and head
for a lesser-known waterfront boating destination.
Students wishing to kayak or
canoe will find that many of
Florida's spring-fed rivers are less
than an hour's drive from Orlando.
"I love going to the springs,"
said Erica Wmdsor, a junior advertising/public relations major."With
this drought that Florida's been
having lately, I figure I'd better go
as much as I can now, before the
springs dry up."
One such spring-fed river is
Wekiva, located in Longwood.
Canoes are available for rental for
both short and long trips.
Journalism professor Dr. Fred
Fed!~r said: "My wife and I went
on a long· c.anoe ride at Wekiva. It
wa4' extraorcii.~arily beautiful
·'ecause you could ~~e all the
\ ''<llife and tropical vegetati()."!."

Rock Springs Run in Apopka
features eight-mile canoe trips. "It's
a beautiful trip," said senior psychology major Nancy Schofield. "I
went last summer with a bunch of
friends, and I think it was probably
the most fun I've ever had on a
canoe tp.p. It was also nice because
its not really crowded with tourists
like some places are."
The
Ocklawaha
Canoe
Outpost in the Ocala National
Forest offers day and overnight
canoe trips on the Ocklawaha
River. Tent sites are available for
rental.
Hidden River Park on East
Colonial Drive offers canoe and
kayak rentals for hourly, daily or
overnight
trips
on
the
Econlockhatchee River. "Canoe
trips on the Econ are great because
you don't have to drive far to get
there," said Schofield. "It's cool
because it's close to campus, but it
makes you feel like you've taken a
trip somewhere else."

of whatever
we are given."
-Mike Sweeney,
Coordinator of Special
Projects for Academic
Affairs at UCF

workshopping it I suspected that I
had quality work."
_
S~ce graduating, McFliker's
work and perseverance have
stretched well beyond the what he
did while in college. He has written for a number of publications
including the Miami Herald, the
Jewish News, the SunPost,
Jester.com, and a local "zine"
magazine devoted to music called
Rag Magazine.
According to McFliker,
because the editor of Rag saw that

MCFLIKER, Page 3

New system opposed
ADAM SHIVER
• STAFF WRITER

With the Board of Regents' last
meeting out of the way, organization of
the State's new education system is
well underway. However, opposition
of the new system is gaining support.
Opponents are organizing a campaign, .which if successful, would rein-

state a more powerful version of the
Board of Regents that would be separate from the new system.
Opposition to this new system
comes from the fact that positions on
both the planned Florida Board of
Education and the individual boards of
trustees will be governor appointed.

INDIVIDUAL, Page 5

Introductions
Nathan Forde, the Chairman of the
Board of Directors for the McKnight
Center of Excellence, introduces the
mistress of ceremony at the eleventh
annual awards banquet for the
McKnight Center of Excellence. The
McKnight Center of Excellence is part
of the Student Outreach Programs at
UCF and offers programs and services
lo address the failure rate of African·
American students and other underrepresented minorities.
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The UCF arena has many uses during the summer months, but one of the main ones is its use as a fadhty for graduating seniors of area high schools.

During summer, arena not just used for university
With that being said, is it a So, a lot University time goes into
good idea to have high school grad- setting up for these non-University
uations on our campus. Many say events. According to a few high
It's that time of year again yes. Patrick explained, "It is a school graduates, it proves to be
when high school seniors are mov- good partnership for.UCF to attract worth the effort.
ing on to new horizons and about potential students.'~
·
·
Crystal
Everhart,
an
twelve local high schools are used
Matt Durui~ an.Event Manager Edgewater Graduate,. thinks the
the UCF Arena to do it.
at the Arena, said, -''f think it allows Ulli.versity puts its best foot forIt may sound strange that any the graduates to take a look at and ward for graduation. She said, "It
non-University event happens in be oriented with a campus inside shows that they're trying to get
our arena but according to Angela their community." .
involved with high schools.'' And
According to Patrick, however, Amber Sanford. a classmate of
Patrick, an Event Planner ~t the
Arena, the Arena must support a lot of work ·goes into these gradu- hers, admitted that it does make her
itself. Patrj.ck saiQ, _"The. Arena is ations, ~'Each has their own individ- consider UCF to further her educanot completely funded by the ual planning meeting and their own tion.
. , ·.
_Mike -. :Oougherty, another
University. In otder ··to · ho~t set-up.~',. ~
University events, _we must have:· ·
That is, t\Velve tiiflefent s6f".. - Edgewater g~aduat~, said, "It
non-Universit¥ cevfi?nt5"'~
---~· ;;: '""--"{\ up~
Jor twelve. _d~~.nt ,sctim~J~.
_"make~ _\1QJi1.Q1*-,g'P.©d."
·..::.Jl';i.
-. - .
-r:"'- ,.., .. _ -·
CLARE GOGGIN
STAFF WRITER
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However, Dougherty decided
not to attend the University. Dunn
still feels his experience graduating
at the University will be beneficial
to this student, "Even for the students who do not go here, they are
exposed to a larger environment."
Courtney Cramer, a student
working at the Arena disagrees. "A
high school should do their own
thing and leave the University separate," she comments:
Regardless of student opiniOns, it s~ems that the University
has made itself a good, soul}d business partnership. By using the
Arena for other events, it supports
itself and attracts new students.

The effects of dating and living together in college
Pre-Marital Bliss?
College students make
the difficult choice of
cohabitation
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•

i1

With newfound independence and
freedom, many college students are
now choosing to live with their
boyfriend/girlfriend. A simple decision? Think again-few students are
without opinion regarding this sensitive
issue.
Some students maintain that sharing the same living area with a significant other before marriage gives the
couples a chance at a "test run" before
marriage. The time will allow the
prospective "bride or groom to be" the
opportunity to witness particular habits
or behavioral quirks that may surface
later in the relationship.
"You get to s~e all sides of a person
when you live with them," said student
Melissa Leason.
Is that a case for living together? Is
living together truly a "test run" before
marriage? ·
"No" said a UCF Education major,
who contends that couples will
inevitably "focus more on money or
petty arguments rather than on the relationship." This may result in a serious
problem for couples, "When two peopl~ fight they have nowhere to go ...
they share the same space."
Still there are several benefits to

· "pre-marital
dwelling"
with
the
one
you
love. Those
couples
who spend
practically
all of their
free time
-Melissa Leason, UCF
with one
student
another see
living
together as the most practical solution.
"It would be easier," said student
Ryan Brennan, "I spend most of the
time with my · girlfriend, it would be
much more convenient if I didn't
always have to go back to my apartment." But Brennan also maintained,
"Still, I need my own space."
Economically, the opportunity of
living with a boyfriend -or girl friend ·
may seem relatively attractive.
Splitting the rent between two people
serves as a conservation effort, rather
than a test run for marriage.
"Half the price of a one bedroom
·apartment is a lot cheaper than half the
price of a two bedroom," said stildent
Christopher Marki, "It gives couples an
alternative and a chance to save
money."
A chance to save money if both
parties are willing and able to sign a
contract lease binding them to their significant other, anywhere from 7-12
months.
"You never really know someone
until you live with them," said senior
Scott Brandt, "Once you sign that con-

"You get to

see all sides
of a person
when you live
with them."

tract, you are basically stuck with that
person, paying rent until your lease is
up."
And what happens if that "perfect
someone" suddenly decides to .vacate
and leave you with the rent? Tough
luck-and good luck trying to find
another roommate to share a one-bedroom apartment.
But even if some students are ready
to make that 7-12 month commitment,
is America truly ready for this open
acceptance of tQ.ose couples that live
together before saying ''I do?" In our
society, somt€ iddividuals are still not
condoning or forgiving .thi~ practice.
"You have to realize, this sort of
thing is still taboo, people look down
on it as immoral or even sinful. .. it's
possible to have your career and your
personal integrity threatened," warned
a UCF senior.
Certain religious institutions or
cultural ideologies disagree with young
couples living together without the
"holy consent" that a wedding s~cra
ment provides. In certain countries it is
forbidden for members of the opposite
sex to even touch one another.
"In my religion it is not allowed, so
I want to wait until I am married to live
with someone I am dating," sai:d UCF
Engineering major.
Some students thirik that relationships will ultimately be cheated by premarital cohabitation.
"I don't want to live with anyone
I'm dating until I get married,"· said
recent UCF graduate Shannon Costello.
'~There are very few things that people
save in relationships .. .living together
is one thing I want to ~ave."

''The Arena is
not completely
funded by the
University. In
order to host
University
events, we
must have nonUniversity
events."
- Angela Patrick, an
Arena Event Planner

_M~F~er pub~~hed

in Miami Herald,

Rag magazip,~.·:J
he used a Led Zeppelin quote in an article
he wrote for The Central Florida Future, he
immediately gave him his first assignment
writing about Carlos Santana.
"After that I passed. up full-time job
opportunities to concentrate. on Rag
because that's where I knew that] wanted to
.· be ill the.future (writing about music)," said
McFliker. '1-It was my Carlos Santana article
that got me backstage and next to Perry
Farrell, the radiant mastermind, the rock n
roll god. After that I never had a regret
about coming to Orlando because if it was
not for Orlando I would not have found
journalism."
Since his first assignment at the magazine McFliker has Written over 20 articles
focusing on music and entertainment. He
has done articles ranging from U2 to Pearl
Jam to local South Florida favorites. Most
recently he covered the Jane's Adaictions
reunion concert at the Coachella festival in
Santa Barbara, California.
Recently, his efforts paid off when he
was quoted in the "Best of Miami" section
that is published by the Miami New Times.
In it, his review of the fall 2000 ZenFest in
the Rag magazine was quoted in the section
for "Best Zine."
M~Fliker advised students to use the
opportunity in colkge to be published.
"Get stuff in print now and take advantage of what you can get done in college.
You can have a great fiction paper but nothing speaks as loud (to an editor) as having
something in print."
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Beautification project at UCF
attracts prospective students
- garage is planned to begin in the fall of this year.
Sculptures such as "The Angel of Hope," located
across from the front entrance to the Student Union, is
'One of the University of Central Florida's main one of the already completed beautification projects.
attractions is its beautiful campus says many of its visitors. The university recently added to its appeal by
installing a new, more modem looking sign at its
entrance.
Beautification projects add to UCF's modem looking campus and continues to increase its appeal to many
of the school's visitors and soon to be students.
"Many visiting parents and students are attracted to
UCF by its beautiful campus," said Dean McFall of
University Relations.
Along with the new entrance sign UCF is sprucing
up its image with projects such as tree and flower plantings, green malls and sculptures.
The dirt parking lot located near the Student Union
is an area that is supposed to eventually be a green mall.
The mall will consist of a variety of different plants,
walkways and sculptures. This will only come after the
addition of a fourth parking garage. Construction on the
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

•

•

PHOTOS BY ADAM SmVER

Projects such as the new sign that adorns the entrance of
UCF at University Blvd. and the sculpture "The Angel of
Hope" located near the Student Union lure prospective stu·
dents to UCF.

-News Briefs-

Boating trips inexpensive, enjoyable

Around Campus

1

pontoon boat," said sophomore
radio/fV major Matt Zorn. "It was
Southland Scenic Water Tours just a big boat with a small engine,
in the Kissimmee State Park offers which made it kind of stupid and
boat rides, canoe and kayak slow."
rentals.
East Lake Fish Camp and
Also in Kissimmee, Harbor Southport Park offer airboat rides
Oaks Marina offers canoe trips on at night.
Shingle Creek, and The East Lake ·
For thrill-seekers willing to
Fish Camp offers boat and cabin spend more money, many nearby
rentals as well as RV sites.
locations rent more powerful
Students who prefer ocean- boats. One such place is Sammy
front kayaking may want to try · Duvall's Water Sports Center at
Beachside Blast at the Canaveral Disney's Contemporary Resort,
National Seashore with guided which offers parasailing and
kayak trips featuring "dolphin water-ski trips.
search" on Saturdays.
Buena Vista Watersports in
The Merritt Island National Lake Buena Vista offers jet-ski
Wildlife refuge offers "kayak with rentals and water-ski charters on a
the dolphins" tours daily on 450-acre private laice.
Mosquito Lagoon.
'That lake is so nice," said
The
Florida
Outback Zorn. "One of my friends knows
Adventure offers trips to various some people who work there, and I
destinations that incoiporate hik- he goes out there to water-ski all
ing, kayaking, off-road bicycling the time. He says the boats are
and bass fishing.
really high quality and totally
Students can take guided worth it:'
I
Airboat Rides on the St. Johns
Skyline Watersports at the .
River leaving from TitusviUe, Monroe Harbor Marina in downChristmas and Oviedo. Black town Sanford offers powerboat,
Hammock in Oviedo offers airboat houseboat, Jet Ski and fishing boat I
rides, ftshing, pontoon rentals and rentals on Lake Monroe and the on ;
cruises.
St. Johns River. Parasailing is also
"I wouldn't recommend the available.
FROM PAGE

1

J

1

1
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Wasp named for UCF grad
student
A type of wasp found on the
campus of UCF will be named
for UCF graduate student
Phillip Russell. Russell found
the wasp in November of 1998,
and the findings will be
announced in Entomological
News.
Russell, who works in the
biology building in UCF~s "Bug
Closet," doesn't actually specialize in wasps, just happened
to find this particular species on
campus.
UCF
alumnus
Stuart
Fullerton and Matt MacGown, a
retired entomology specialist at
Mississippi State will be writing
the description of the new wasp.

Top magazines at UCF
According to the January
2001 issue of College Store
Executive, some titles such as
Cosmopolitan, Maxim, Stuff,
T3, and Total Movie are so popular at college book stores that

students have to rush to buy
them before the newsstands run
out.
Magazines are seen as more
appealing than web sites
because of the intimate reading
experience they offer. Across
the country, the most popular
magazine titles sold at college
and university bookstores were
ranked by College Store
Executive as follows:
Top 10 Magazines
Colleges Nationwide:

l.
2.
3.
4.

Cosmopolitan
Maxim
Glamour
People
5. Mademoiselle
6. Stuff for Men

at

Magazineline.com (www.magazineline ..com), the University of
Central Florida top sellers
reflect the student body's interest in current events, men's
entertainment, sports, music and
fashion:
Top 10 Magazines at
University of Central Florida:
1. Maxim
2. Glamour
3. Playboy
4. Newsweek
5. ESPN
6. Entertainment Weekly
7. Rolling Stone
8. Mademoiselle
9. The
'·" Source
10. InStyle

7.GQ
8. Newsweek
9. (Tie) Self,
Source,
Sports
Illustrated, Time
10. Rolling Stone

Magarine, rated
most
popular am•g
UCF students.

According to
college magazine
service

CSRCE, Page 5
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Individual boards of trustees to take over on July 1
FROM PAGE

1

Many think the new system will
leave the universities vulnerable
to the whims of the governor and
state politicians.
Mike Sweeney, Coordinator
of Special Projects for Academic
Affairs at U CF, feels the new systern will be less politically controlled than the former Board of
Regents.
Sweeney believes with the
right people this new system could
better the universities. "Whoever
is appointed I want them to be

interested in the universities they
are appointed to."
U.S. senator Bob Graham, DFlorida, and Robin Gibson, a Lake
Wales attorney, are spearheading
the move against the new system.
The two feel that one of two
things will have to happen for
education to improve in the university system in Florida. The first
option is reinstating a board of
regents and doing away with the
new Florida Board of Education
and the boards of trustee at each
university. Graham and the majority -of his followers favor this

choice.
The second plan of action
would be to incorporate the local
trustee boards with a board of
regents. The board would resemble that of the previous one in that
it had no governor appointed positions. This is a compromise that
some see as a good choice for both
sides.
University of Florida president, Charles Young, was originally opposed to the ideas set forth by
Governor Jeb Bush. Young has
come to accept the new system
though as many of the state's uni- .

Karate

.

j

The UCF
Karate dub
utilizes the
Student Union
for their meet·
ings and
dasses. The
dasses meet
year round and
more informa·
tion on them is
listed·on the
UCF Karate
Club web site,
http://karate.uc
f.edu/

COMPUTER~

11

4

ence will discuss defining
social responsibility. Present
will be a number of guest speakers focusing on character and
law-related education, service
learning, and conflict resolution.
The CSRCE is also responsible for promoting research and
providing teacher training such
as workshops, lectures and
scheduled courses. For more
information, visit the CSRCE at
http://ucfed.ucf.edu/csrce/.
11

The Consortium for Social
Responsibility and Character in
Education (CSRCE) will be
hosting the summer 2001 conference at UCF June 14-16. The
CSRCE is a group dedicated to
serving as a center for partnerships on the l0<;:al, state, national
and international levels to
improve the effectiveness of
education. The CSRCE works in
conjunction with the UCF
Academy opening its new doors
in 2003.
The CSRCE's June confer-

LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434 407-379-0080
WEST ORLANDO NORTH LANE &PINE HILLS RD
407-299-9943
SOUTH ORLANDOJOHN YOUNG &AMERICANA
407-447-1429

Darcy Rodriguez contributed to this
report. Information compiled from
press releases and magazineline.com

OPEN
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AMO, INTEL & MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEM BUILDERS

HE FAMILY MASTER PLATINUM

WHY BUY ROM THE CHEAP GUYS?
•

fear this power would put the
board under intense political pressure.
Supporters cif the new system
say it will give a more structured
system and insist it will better the
school system all around.
A meeting was scheduled for
June 4 at which Graham and his
supporters gathered to organize
their campaign.
The independent boards of
trustees will take over beginning
July 1. This leaves only a month
for Bush to decide who will sit on
these boards.

CSRCE hosting conference
on Social ,Responsibility
FROM PAGE
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CHEAP GUYS

versity presidents have.
"We must make the best of
whatever we are given," Sweeney
said when asked about the new
system.
The proposal for a new systern to govern the education systern in Florida came after the passing of a constitutional amendment
voted on by Florida residents in
1998. The amendment transferred
power from the state's commissioner of education to the governor. The transfer gave the governor the power to elect and remove
board members at anytime. Many

.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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COLOR SVGA MONITOR 4
COLOR PRINTER

AMD DURON 750 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA ModelJYI0/100 NIC
Built In AC97 30 PCI Sound
20 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 50x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Ampllfled Stereo Speakers

~g:~=ATXMothorboard
Three open 5.25" External Drive Bay

=
· ...

Three open PCI Slot• 1 Serlal / 1 Parallel Po
Windows ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

ONLY

$799. 99 NO REBATES cl NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER !599. 99)
UPGRADETO TBIRl> 1000 MHZ CPLONLY $119.9!
UPGRADE TO 2!56 MB SDRAM FOAONLY $99. 99

Includes 17"

COLOR SVGA MONITOR 4
COLOR PRINTER

POWERFUL AMO DURON 800 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Modem
Bull in AC97 30 PCI Sound, 10/100 NIC CARD
40 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 8X4X32 CDRW & BX DVmM
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
~mpllfled Stereo Speakers, 2 USB Ports
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
TWO open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Windows ME w/ Cd, Mnual, & COA
MEGA SOFlWARE BUNDLE

ii

ONLY

$999.99No REBATES cl NOBULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 799. 99)
UPGRADE TO TBIRl> 1000 MHZ CPlONLY $99. 9!
UP6RADETO 2!56 MB SDRAM ONLY $99.99

CUSTOM BUILD YOUR NEW SYSTEM ONLINe AT WV\W.CHEAPGUYS.COM

•
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just get .a room

Student suspended for kitchen knife

Couples may enjoy
making out in public,
but no one else wants
to see them.

CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

asinine- Found in Merriam Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary to mean:
1. marked by inexcusable failure to
exercise intelligence or sound judgment
2. of, relating to, or resembling an ass

AMYPAVUK
STAFF WRITER

Making out at the dinner table is not
a good idea. Molesting at a restaurant is
an even worse idea. Every restaurant has
them: the guests who display an overly
abundant amount of PDA. Public displays of affection can be very romantic in
perhaps a park or secluded area, but very
repulsive in public places such as restaurants.
How C'ail people make out while they
are eating? If you think swapping gum
with your partner is grotesque enough,
try· swapping chicken, pasta and a slight
taste of garlic. Now that's good eating.
You can spot them from the minute
they sit down. We call them "same side
seaters." If you are sitting at a booth,
there are two benches for a reason-'- so .
you can sit across from each other and
converse. If people -were meant to sit on
the same side of the booth there would
only be one bench. So, they sit on the
same side smack next to each other,
Despite the over-crowdedness they
impose on themselves, they are content
being half an inch apart because it is
much easier to make out and molest that
way.
Of course they seem to forget there
are other people around them. Despite
the fact adults don't like seeing other
people make out, parents don_'t want to
submit their children to that sort of
behavior. Sure, take the kids out to eat for
their birthday. They'll get a free cake,
birthday song and oh yah, a porn show in
the very next booth. That's quality dining.
And if you are one of these PDA
couples, don't think that other tables
don't mind. Customers complain about
these molesters all the time. The other
tables look in disgust and eagerly wait
for the . couple to pay and leave. Even
when they do pay the bill, the molesters
seem to hang out for a few minutes to get
a few more kisses in.
There are appropriate locations for
public displays of affection: your home
and convenient places called hotel
rooms.

I -

1

Thanks to my good friend James , we
can easily and accurately conjoin this
wonderful adjective, asinine, to the
behavior recently displayed by Estero
High School Principal Fred Bode, when
he suspended National Merit scholar and
high school senior Lindsay Brown for
five days, ultimately denying Brown a
chance to attend graduation ceremonies
and walk with her class.
As perfectly unassuming honor student Lindsay Brown sat in class, pondering her many plans for post graduation
celebrations, a law enforcement officer
was skulking around the campus parking
lot of a Florida high school located in the
city of Estero near Fort Myers. Little did
Brown know, later that day she would be
placed under arrest, charged with felony
weapons possession for a "kitchen knife"
left in the backseat ·of her car parked in
·the school lot. Principal Bode immediately took action, calling for a suspension
period of five days, including her exclusion in upcoming May 29 graduation ceremonies.
So at first you may casually dismiss
this incident as a common case of high
school delinquency, but the so-called

"kitchen knife" was accidentally left on cover the fact that he big-time screwed
the floor of Brown's car after she had up, arresting an honor student just days
moved the previous weekend. A pass- before graduation ceremonies.
As for you Ms. Brown, on behalf of
ing-by deputy just so happened to glance
into Brown's car and reported the . all students across the country, I would
"weapon."
like to apologize. Apologize for the ignoWhere to begin, where to rant and asinine decision handed down
begin ... The level of incompetence over- by your former high school principal
whelms me to the point of outrage. This regarding a "kitchen knife" found in the
model student, obviously no serial killer, backseat of your car. Although not much
has been treated like that of a dangeIQlls - +e &'lid, or written for that matter,
convict. She was refused the right to that will ease the resentment and frustratake part in commencement, a right guar- tion felt by this absurd and totally inept
anteed to those students who maintain a judgment, know that we have heard your
certain level of academic ·excellence, cries and have witnessed this total lack
which she did, all the while having no competency, proposed by someone misserious disciplinary record. So why all takenly placed in the position of authoriof this now? It's bad timing if you ask ty. We assumedly trust that our educators
me, and so why should she be penalized and their superiors will naturally act in
for bad timing? She decided to move just the best interests of the students and not
one weekend too early. So oh wen, we their own.
are all just supposed to look the other
Finally, some words of advice for
way, sigh, and say a small prayer under our dear friend Principal Bode. Good job
our breaths for this student who loses a Mr. Bode, surely we don't have enough
chance to walk at graduation. Maybe, but chaos and malice in the world, why not
I still have a few things to say about this. start alienating perfectly honest, hardKudos to Florida Gulf Coast working students so that we may encourUniversity President William Merwin age further insurrection and disruption.
who had enough sense to acknowledge My hats-off to you for rewarding the
this incident a ridiculous waste of public- behavior of a responsible and dedicated
ity and our time. President Merwin student with a demeaning and absolutely
announced that the university would inappropriate sentence, forcing her to sit
afford tuition money if Brown were on the bench at graduation, joining the
denied the state-awarded scholarship ranks of fellow wife beating and drug
because of the arrest. At least someone dealing classmates. It is people like you
has enough common sense to see this that mold and shape the characters of our
whole situation for what it is-a princi- · youth and future generations to come,
pal on a power trip, trying desperately to and that keeps me awake at night.

GRAY

MATTERS

Living in the past is not living at all
good friends and one of them
departs for boot camp next
week. Josh, who remains
Twenty-five is a bit too behind, has decided that his
early to be ha".'ing a mid-life fly-by-night relationship is
cns1s. Lately I've been more important to him than
reflecting fondly on my teen- "' friends who have stood the
age years where the bulk of test of time.
my fondest memories origiAlthough painful, these
nate.
changes taking place in my
Since graduating high life are teaching me valuable
school, my best friend has lessons about how dynamic
become little more than a life can be and how inconsecasual acquaintance. When quential relationships are.
we do correspond the Sometimes people enter your
exchanges are obligatory and world as stepping stones or
laborious. I am down to two stumbling blocks, and once
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER
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they have played their part in
the movie of your life destiny writes them out of the
script. I interpret the dissolution ,.. of every relationship I
have ever valued as confirmation that my future lies
elsewhere, and I must simply
keep moving until I find the
hospitable climate and fertile
soil ideal for my roots.
Memories are like any
other commodity, they are
valuable for their scarcity. If
memories could be relived
they would become common
and therefore . worthless.
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Still, sometimes I wish I
could go back, back to the
night when me and my highschool buddies slept on the
beach just because .we felt
like it, or back to the week I
spent in Colorado surrounded by breathtaking scenery
and two willing women. I'm
reminded of that classic rock
relic by Eddie Money, "I
want to go back and do it all
over but I can't go back I
know." I Fill neyer be able to
relive those memories so I
will do the only thing I can,
I'll make new ones.
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Open 8:30 AM for Breakfast!!

Cell phone etiquette
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

No, it's not a Mexi<;:an
fiesta going on, it's just the
ring of a cellular phone set on
the "Mexican Hat" tone. It's
cell phone crazy out there
these days. No, I'm not saying cell phones are a bad
thing at all: I'm saying that
the world has gone cellular
phone crazy without thinking
about training people on how
to properly use them.
I have see all sorts of
crazy things happen with the
cell phone users of today. I
think cellular phone etiquette
should be taught to everyone
before they actually buy one.
At least give them a manual
before letting them go out in
the real world.
First, as college students,
we should have learned by
now to put your cellular
phone on silent or tum it off
altogether. Many of the
phones today have vibrate
mode, in which no one will
know but the lucky person
having it on them. Don't get
too carried away and call
yourself all the time now.
Please, the same goes for
movie theaters and other public events in which your interruption is totally unnecessary.
Second, the public does
not want to hear cell phone
conversations. Also, people
actually walk into the
restrooms and use the phone
while going to the bathroom.

•

Free soda w/ purchase of
lunch special! 11am-2:30pm M-F
Enjoy aCoke, Diet Coke, Sprite, lemonade, Mr. Pibb,
Birch Root Beer or aFresh Brewed Lipton Tea

So come visit Certified Loco.'s Pub &Grill!
Home of the Famous Buffalo Chicken Sandwich

•

Wonder if the person on the
other end knows what's going
on. Next time you see a bathroom phone conversation
maybe you should shout
something about that toilet
not being able to flush. Bet
that guy won't get a second
date after the hottie he's talking to finds out he is using the
phone in the restro~m.
Also, people talk way too
much about their private lives
in public on a cellular phone.
I wonder if people actually
think that rio one around them
can actually hear about the
one night stand they had last
night.
The next topic is controversial right now in the political arena: banned cellular
phone use while driving. I'm
for the use of earpieces or
speakerphones while driving.
I have a speakerphone for my
cellular' phone and it works
great while driving down the
highway. Safety is the key
and I think these would help
keep a lot of poor drivers
with cellular phones from
becoming twice as dangerous. But, I bet they will still
eat their Burger King as they
fly down the highway. I actually see this becoming law in
the near future. At least most
of the cellular companies are
now giving away free earpieces with the purchase of
phones. Who knows, it might
stop the brain cancer that
everyone claims to be coming
from cell phones.

Making your vote count
Last week we asked you online: "Of the nine Florida
teams to make the NCAA field of 64, who bas the best chance
to win the College World Series?" You resoundingly told us
h.ow you support the Golden Knights.

She Ate. My Food!

•

...

• d Won't Go Home!
.
Her Boyfraen
I
/He Won't Do The Dishes!

•

U:niversity of Central Florida
Florida State
Florida
Miami
Stetson
Florida International
B-CC
South Florida

Jacksonville

For more about UCF's Golden Knight baseball team and
the NCAA championships turn to The Future's sports section
starting on the backpage.;
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Abrasi.ons ·from
the Afterglow
KRISTOFER KAY STAFF WRITER

The concernment that should be dutifully noted
above all others in The Center of the World is that the ·
two main characters in the film are not just lonely but
are simply alone. It is a man and woman coming from
the most obvious of opposite spectrums; levels that
determine a status within a particular society within an instant once
that position is revealed again or
spoken about for the first time. A
WASP millionaire; an addled
stripper; two vague generalities
that seem to have lost much of
their fancy-facade luster in our
latter days, never-ending quest for
supreme, superficial gluttony. But
let's face facts, beneath the stigmas and the stereotypes they are
both emotionally one aild the
same. A tom, non-committed couple who can represent an entire
generation of completely unsure,
unchallenged neophytes in terms
of thinking what will eventually
come of themselves? It can be
seen stemming from the complacent, "~e have money
so let's do everything" or "we have squat so lets learn
how to survive" sects, which is oddly how we feel the
need to clarify things now: all or nothing.
Director Wayne Wang's kinetically static interpretation of post-modem morals colliding with common
fears and desires may not
need to speak volumes to
us personally but don't be
surprised if you happen
to find some odd similarities within the characters. Richard (played by
Peter Sarsgaard) is in his mid twenties coping with
what to do with all of the
money he is making off
of his computer programs and investments
when he takes Florence
(Molly Parker) on an extended weekend trip to Las
Vegas. Through diluted flashback exposition, we listen in on the · two's first conversation and become
aware that Flo has hopes to get a band formed, but to
make ends meet before the next Lillith Fair comes
strolling her way she dances at a place called
Pandora's Box. After
spending a couple nights
in the lap dance room
with her, Richard breaks
a cardinal rule in any
strip club and asks if she
would like to accompany
him for the weekend to
the land of the lost and
plenty. Its not as if he
may really have feelings
for the girl, he's just has
money to bum and time
on his hands. Most clearly, he asks because he can.
Flo isn't rich, but she isn't stupid either; the
$10,00Q Richard pays her to escort him for the weekend isn't a Free Parking pass for him to cash in on
between trips of poker and Caribbean S . No, her
rules may sound simple but they are still her rules:

between the hours of 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. is when she
will "work." No kissing on the mouth. No penetration. Florence makes it lucidly understood, the only
reason she is there is for the money; as the audience,
we believe her act every time she can't follow
Richard's monotonous small talk or
when she stares into oblivion as the
nightly lapdance begins to fade out.
How are we able to truly communicate to one another when true feelings are left void? Richard knows
this too, but like so many men
before him, thinks that he can be that
one guy who can get the stripper to
see past the money and start to fall in
love with him.
The Center of the World is, at
least exteriorly, quite erotic, but
however strong you may deem the
sexual activity on screen it isn't
played for the curiosity of glorification. The mosf intense scenes are
more relaxed to watch compared to
when Florence is putting' on makeup in front of the mirror; subtly such as a beautiful
woman doing common things that we men don't really think about is very erogenous. The films sexual
moments are used more like a technique to get a point
across rather than just to capture a naked woman's
undulated rhythm as she is in mid coitus.
Screenwriter
Ellen
Benjamin Wong's script
can, in guilty instances,
meander into trite and
vapid territory due to the
, abundance of metaphors
on screen (like the computer and Las Vegas as a
whole), but it succeeds
when highlighting the
point of the dichotomy
between genders and the
roles that they pursue.
The film is also shot
digitally thanks to the director of photography, Mauro
Fiore. Along with a heaping of natural light, this
gives it an immediate, personal tone. It isn't meant to
be striking, as it is almost sudden. With the veritevoyeurism style it comes off as too realistic in some
scenes; you can even see a few tourists turning as
they. notice the action
down
Las
Vegas
Boulevard,
wondering
what is going on.
Both Sarsgaard and
Parker come across with
the utmost believability
and from that the film
never feels like a sham. As
their characters leave each
other, the baggage that
remains is seen to be the
.
inconsequential memories
and the emotional abrasions left untreated. No thank
yous, no had a great time, no happily ever after; for
whatever it was worth it was really worth nothing at
all. It's a pretty cynical view about young love these
days and a pretty accurate one at ihat.
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CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER
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Darkness was descending on the landscape and wails of longing were emanating from my hungry gut. I had been craving sushi for several days but was unable
to find a Japanese restaurant in the general UCF area. I figured that a seafood dinner would be the next thing, so I decided to check out Shell's "casual seafood" on
436 just north of University.
After settling into a co~fortable seat at the bar, I lubed up my trachea with a
stiff White Russian courtesy of Summer the bartender. For an appetizer, I ordered
the coconut lobster, which proved to be my first disappointment of the evening. It
was half the size of Bahama Breeze's coconut shrimp appetizer and not nearly as
tasty. It was remarkably greasy, and there wa~ too much coconut in proportion to
the lobster. For my entree, I ordered a combination platter of Alaskan Snow Crab
and a half a dozen breaded jumbo shrimp. The meal was one of three $10.99 specials on the menu, and the price seemed reasonable for the amount of food I
received. However, as I woliked through the crab legs I realized they were progressively shrinking in noticeable increments and began to change my mind. The
posterior legs were so puny they were simply not worth the effort of gutting them.
The shrimp were good, but not good enough to recommend a trip to the restaurant.
I ordered a second Russian, which - whether by accident or by
Summer's design I cannot say - was stronger than the first. With every trace of
fiscal responsibility having drowned in a river of Kahlua, cream and vodka, I
ordered dessert. Dessert was slightly less of a disappointment than my appetizer.
It was an ungenerous portion of apple cobbler, and to compound my dissatisfaction it was served in a small quasi-soup bowl that made utensil maneuverability
difficult.
Despite my dissatisfaction with my appetizer and being less than impressed by
dessert, my dining experience at Shell's was not entirely unpleasant. I did enjoy the
restaurant's easy-going ambience and its quaint decor, and I found the service
quick, friendly and at my disposal. My tally, sans cocktails, was only twenty-one
dollars and change for an appetizer, an entree and a dessert (including tax). So if
you're a huge seafood fan looking for a quiet and casual place to dine at a reasonable price, you might want to give Shell s a shot.
1
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And everything else,
for that matter...
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Rick James would 1ve
been proud.

No matter how you look at it...

You're going to love TIVOLI

.HUGE/, 23& 4
I

Bedroom Luxury

.

.

Aparfrnen

f5

CALL FOR OUR
CURRENT ~CIALQ.
* Arnf'le Parking
* Fitness Cenfer
* Volleyball/Basketball
* Pool

& Gazebo

* Giant Home Theater

* Privafe Bath Per Bedroom
* Walk-In Closefs

* Ceiling Fans
* Monifored Alarms
* Efhernef & Cable In Every Room
. * Washer/Dryer
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UCF's Student Radio Station

on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!
View a Program Schedule at:
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

Wire service or
Delivery avail·
able over phone
with Major
Credit Card

wnsc.11Cf.ed11

• floS!!~fi~!l"' ~
Waterford Lakes

"A Full Service Florist'
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-629-0050
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-629-0877
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-393-0051
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

wire and delive'ry service excludes discount

"Same Day Delivery"

15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with l.D.

We service to
ALL parts·of t _he
country

·, www.allinbloom.com
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This past Thursday at the Backbooth, a bar in the UC7
plaza, Capitol Records gave a free preview to the upcoming
Radiohead album called Amnesiac. The new album was different from their last, but that is no surprise to fans of this innovative band. According to one fan in attendance Radiohead
albums are much like snowflakes in that no two are exactly
alike. This new CD proved no different by showing fans a few
experimental~
n~
e or two that could be picked
out of a crowd as Radiohead wares. As this was a free preview
and put on solely to promote the new venture,
many a free thing was
given to the few in attendance including posters,
buttons, stickers and postcards. A few other bands
were represented at the
merchandise table, such as
dexter
freebish
and
Idle wild.
On a different note, the
venue was very nice for the
event. If you haven't ever been to the Backbooth you should
go. It's small and quaint with copious amounts of imported
beers and liquors. Although it is a bit too small, the cozy
atrµosphere makes events like the CD preview seem less like a
corporate whorehouse and more like a small house party. For
anyone wondering when this new Radiohead opus can become
commercially available, well look no further. The album will
hit stores this Tues. June 5 so don't be too impatient. The CD
is very mellow and "is something you could pop in while sitting back and-drinking with-some friends, maybe play poker
to" as UCF student Jeff Far.row, a fellow Backbooth attendee
and Radiohead fan said to me. So go ahead and pick up
Amnesiac, call some friends, grab a brew and a deck of cards.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Cause injury

5 "The,Usual
Suspects" Oscar
winner

'"

11 Manhandle
14 A Baldwin
15 Fulmination
16 Marksman
17 "Of and Men"
18 Ootiie-checks
20 Criteria
22 Criterion
23 Ship fronts
24 Comic Costello
26 Suppress: slang
28 County law
enforcers
33 False
alternative?
34 Self'<XJOfidence
36 Metric square

we throw all kinds of

measure

[obstacles] at you•.
tuition isn't one of them.
~:.··.,

Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if you qualify for
a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won•t

have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
leg up on your future.

~-~··._...•«
.

~~·

~;1~
-·-···

ARMY ROIC

Unlike any other college aurse ym can take.

Por more information contact
MAJ Nick Coddington at ( 407) 823-5383.

37 Paddle
38 • and

Cfessida"
39 Prevarication
40 Mjperson
41 Jack the -

42 Pronto letters
43 Puts into awilling

9 Harris and Wynn
10 Informal assent
45 Declares
11 walk wl1h worry
46 Gob's yes
12 Deeds
47 Citrus fruits
13 Sunset direction
49 Front of lhe catt 19 Pin boX
52 Makes seem less 21 Adamsor
serious
McLean
56 Fatal epidemic
24 Madagascar
59 Bring to heel
primate
60 samovar
25 Spheres
61 Loveseat, e.g.
26 Got to one's feet
62 Ms. Bombed<
27 Shiraz resident
63 Profit figure
28 Loses traction
64 Derisille looks
29 Green target
65 Comic laurel
30 Reason for a dostale

DOWN
1 Lousy thespians

2 Touched ckMn
3 Takes bad<
4 John of tennis
5 Barn beetling
6 Boardwal<
extensions
7 Oesiccated
8Fies

Solutions

":"r.":'T':::-r-=-r.-:-r.:-1~-r=T':':"I

over

31 Mendicant man
32 Oozes

34 Tum up
35Gandolfo
resident
38 Heleo of
42 Flies
44 8lea1he shallowly
45 Ms. MacGraw
. 47 Digestive

<isorder
48 J!::1fs

49 Rotated rapdy
50 Aolk:al
- response
51 Say rt_ so!
52 Sampras or

Seeger
53 Feed the kitty
54 Sopraoo Calve
55 Connery or

'lbtJr¥J

57 NASA outpost

58 Ex-OB Dawson
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELP WANTED
Flower Girls Wanted - Part-time work/Full
time $. Work m Orlando 's hottest nightclubs .
Great job for summer students. Call today
407-482-5253.
Customer surport servicing existing customers. Hourly plus superb daily bonuses.
Includes health, dental and medical. Please
leave a message from 9 am to 9 pm. Call
407-396-2128.
Summer Painting Position - College Works is
hiring students to get a tan while painting
homes this summer 1 No experience necessary.
Transportation required. $7-$14/hr. lncentive
pay. Call (407) 528-1815.
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call '
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m. 1
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.

Female Models Wanted:
For Lingerie Portfolio Photos
18-25 5 ft - 5 ft JO in., 100-125 lbs.
407-898-7900.

Graduation Sale. Fully loaded Compaq
Presario 7478 Computer with printer for $900.
Also, queen size bed w/ Victorian Frame.
Sanyo T.V., Bicycle w/ rack and computer
desk. Call Harika at 407-681-7244.
Dave Navarro "Trust No One"
In stores 6.19.01

. FOR SALE
Bed - Brand new mattress. Fu ll size still m
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848

FoRRENT

EGG DONORS NEEDED
$5,000.00 (plus all expenses)
We have many infertile familites in need of
the help of compassionate woimen in order to
realize their dream of having a child. We are
seeking women who are attractive, intelligent,
between Lhe ages of 18-30, physically fit and
maintain mg a healthy lifesfyle. If you have a
desire to help a family and would like more
information. please contact us.
J-800-264-8828 or 1-619-234-6649
Email: darlene@ap~rfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com

Room for Rent. Private bed and bath in gated
community across from UCF. Must be clean,
quiet and responsible. No smoking/pets.
$350/month plus deposit. 407-207-1170

89 Toyota Tercel, w/ only 77,275 miles. New
mufller, cat. convener, brakes, good in1./ex1.,
radio/cassette player. Runs well, needs neutral
- igmtion switch. $1,000.00 obo
(407) 932-9445.

Looking for a student or 2 who likes Labrador
1993 Toyota Camry LE, auto, a11 power, dark .I Retrievers. I am a breeder and wish to share
my house. You will have your own bedroom,
green w/ beige cloth interior, Sunrood, only
computer and phone ready, with your seperate
85k miles, handsfree car phone, NEW $800
bathroom. I'm asking $375. You won't pay for
AC, new Sears-battery, excellent mechanical
electric. I live on Lake Jessup, a quiet large 4
condition, all service records $5,900. Call
acre property by Winter Springs High School.
863-816-7175
If interested call 407-327-1666.
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SERVICES

Place your ad in next week's
Central Florida Future, we'll
put it online for you, free!

Publish Your Work For $1,295
Textbooks, Novels, and More
Call FirstPublish, Inc. at 888-707-7634
Or visit www.firstpublish.com

Check out our new
REDUCED classified prices!

1'

Bed - I Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

IS CHEMlSTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
ls it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

www.EASYROOMMAIE COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-line
FREE to place your AD!
FREE-to search lOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US
DJ Cooooiseur • International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Tunes Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!

One Issue:
One Montll:
One Semester:

$&per·ad
$5 per Id
$4 per ad

I

I

Call (407) 977-1009 or email
classifieds@UCFfuture.com

....

Angela
Peterson
Orlando Sentinel
Senior Photographer

Versatility. It's a quality we all admire. Particularly in the
workplace. Because employees who can do many things
well enable their company to do the same. The fact that

What's the toughest part of
your job, Angela?

the Orlando Sentinel has grown into Orlando Sentinel

"Seeing the pain and the challenges that many people have
to deal with in thelf daily lives
But mos:· of thi:> srones have an
uplifting ouccome. "

Commun ications - a multimedia company with Web

Why's that?

talents of empioyees like Angeia. An award-wmr-ing pr.o-

·"Because one story can touch so
many lives. So many lives. So
many people have opened their
hearts and shared their stories
with me. And their lives have
been changed because of their
. generosity of our readers."
That must be gratifying.

"It is. That's my favorite part of
my job. To be able to share
these stories and help make
good things happen."

sites, a 24-hour cabl e news station, direct mail. database
r:arketing, and more - is a testament to the diverse

togra pher, Angela has also done her share of diversifying
- becoming an accomplished teacher, mentor, dancer
and more during her years with the Sentinel. And like
Angela, the Sentinel has many exciting plans for the
future. But we can't get there
without individual vision and versatility.

Maybe you have those qualities. And like Angela, you
As one of many,,long-term
employees, what do you think
keeps people here?

"For one thing, irs a very open
environment, very receptive to
new ideas. Everyone has been
supportive in everything I've
tried to do. They've helped me
find my own strengths."
What do you see for the
future?

"Oh, lots of change. We're a
multimedia company, so we're
redefining ourselves, doing a lot
of things no one else is
doing... and that's exciting."

long to discover more about yourself. If so, think Orlando
Sentinel Communications. Because we know the only
way to achieve our company's full potential is to help our
employees achieve theirs.

Call the Sentinel Careerline today at
407/872-7200, category 9121.
To visit online, go to
OrlandoSentinel.com/careers

Her powerful photographic
images have garnered Angela
many exhibits

~~,,,

))

People touching lives

through information.
Information touching lives

through people.
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Women's basketball team signsJUCO point guard
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

"She played
both the 1
(point
guard) and
the 2
(shooting
guard) in
junior college so she
can score
and run the
point."
-Gail Striegler,
UCF women's basketball coach

Still searching for the answer
at point guard, UCF women's
basketball coach Gail Striegler
has
signed
Palm
Beach
Community College's Jessica
Scala to play for the Golden
Knights next season.
The 5-foot-6 Scala, who was
an Honorable Mention Junior
College All-American and First
Team All-Conference last year,
enters a UCF point guard rotation
that currently consists- of senior
Yvette Ash and sophomore Molly
McGriff. Ash, the likely starter,
played in 28 games for the
Golden Knights in 2000-2001,
starting 20. She dished out a
team-leading 70 assists and was
second on the team with 27 steals.
McGriff played in 26 games, and
was second on the team to Ash
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with 46 assists.
But neither Ash nor McGriff
offered much in the way of a scoring threat, with Ash averaging 2.4
points per game and shooting
.295 from the field and McGriff
scoring only one point per game
and shooting .375. Striegler says
Scala, who played both point and
shooting guard in junior college,
brings
a
two-dimensional
approach to the point guard position.
"She's giving us a different
look," Striegler said. "She played
both the 1 (point guard) and the 2
(shooting guard) in junior college,
so she can score and run the
point."
Scala averaged 14 points,
five assists and four steals last
year for PBCC, who was ranked
11th in the nation and second in
the. state during the 2000-2001
season.

"She's really an all-around
player," Striegler said. "She can
do a little bit of everything. She
can score, pass, play good
defense, and she has natural leadership abilities. I think she will fit
in well with the team because she
already has college experience
and a good work ethic."
Offseason Report:
The
Golden Knights have been hitting
the weights this summer, trying to
build strength and improve their
offensive game for next season.
"Everyone has come in and
worked on the fundamentals,"
Striegler said. "Mostly offense,
because of the problems we had .
scoring this season."
Forward Adrienne Billings.
had offseason hip surgery, and
guard Nicole Dunson is still
rehabbing a shoulder injury, but
both will be ready to play for the
start of the 2001-2002 campaign.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURF:

Junior college transfer Jessica Scala will compete
for playing time at the point guard position next
season.
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A new church in East Orlando
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come and find your greatest joy and
satisfaction in .all that Christ is for you.
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Sunday Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.

Service Times:
S11day Mo111iap: Y01tUible Sbldy (9:0h.m.)
Ait11t Spiritul De\>elop•eat Sasioe1 (9:90 a.m.)
Suday Mo111mg Services (10:00 a.m.)

nursery & children 1s church available

Meeting at 9191 University Blvd.

Taaday Nigltt:

Prayer 4 Bible Study (7:00 p.m.)
YOldi (Bible Stady, Peer Seaions, C•oir,
Duce, ud Dnm - 7:00 p.m.)
Siqles Miaistry (7:00 p. m.)

a part of the distributed church of Northland

D1nday Nipt:

Claoir Relieanal (6:30 p.mJ

For more information contact:
Pastor Steve Surprenant: 407-207-6000

For prayer or more iafomatfol e1U (407) 282-33llorwrite u at:
Trimplut Lirilc. be. P. 0: 1111! 711J510itudo, JL3217M358

401-911-1009
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, St. ~'s .tutlieran
4301 S. OlicbsawTmil

Orlando. IL 32829
407-249-0906

5:00 p.m English
6:30 p.m. . Spanish
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- Sunday
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e&.utclt

~od'6 .fc>i1e in tlction ,

1501 Woodbury Road
{112 mile East of Alafaya,
l/2 mile south of East Colonial)

Informal Worship- Sundays 8:15 a.m.

Praise and Worship - Sundays 10:45 a.m.
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F.nglish
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Visit our website:
www.stlukes-ovledo.orr
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Loclledbelween the Gnmway aDd Goldemud Rad.
1-112tlli. .-bofOlny f'ordM. &aiidamwTr.

-We-prodllm Jesus Cllrtst so Uut 111 may know
God and llVW tn faith toward Him
Md In tove .._,rd one modler."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 p.m •
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.com
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UCF was one pitcher short
FRoMPAGE

16

Golden Knights fell twice to South ..
Carolina on regional's final day
FRoMPAGE

NCAA Regional.
Just like that, UCF's dream season was finished. It was deja vu all over again, conjming up the
ghosts of last season's 1.dentical double loss to
Florida State on the Sunday of the NCAA Regional,
needing just one win to advance. And the reason for
the Sunday collapse was the same this year - UCF
was one pitcher short.
In the end, Bergman only h~ two pitchers he
could trust to start a game against top national competition, Justin Pope and Jason Arnold. Pope beat
South Carolina to put UCF in the regional title
game, but Arnold's best stuff was wasted in emergency long relief against a considerably weaker
Princeton team. Bergman's decision'° start BusbiJt•
in Game 1 was the correct one - he knew he would
need Pope and Arnold to pitch the tougher games,
and he was right. The move was not a misstep on
Bergman's part, but rather a pai:iiful realization that
the Golden Knights didn't have enough experienced, quality starting pitching to compete with the
better teams. If UCF's third starter couldn't beat
Princeton, then the team didn't belong in Omaha.
He couldn't, and they didn't.
UCF had· a·magical baseball season this year.
The Golden Knights created an atmosphere of fan
excitement that has been sorely missed at this school
for a long team. Going to Jay Bergman Field
became the UCF sporting event to attend, and being
able to watch one of the best teams in school and
Trans America Athletic Conference history was a
true privilege. But the Golden Knights weren't quite
good enough to make the College World Series, as
every UCF fan had hoped.
The old Boston Braves had two great pitchers,
Warren Spahn and Johnny Sain, both of whom were

.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Senior right-hander Jason Arnold had excellent numbers in his first year as a starting pitc~er and wdl
likely be picked very early in the Maior League draft.
annual contenders for the Cy Young Award. But the
rest of the team's starting rotation left much to be
desired, bringing life to the famous motto, "Spahn
and Sam and then pray for rain.'' That motto, indicating the hope for rain after Spahn and Sain's starts
so they could rest and start every game the team
played, applies to what happened to UCF at the
NCAA Regional.
Pope and Arnold and then pray for rain.
Unfortun.ately1 Busbin, Arnold, Pope, Clark
and Arnold wasn't good enough. And it didn't rain.

16

more runs in the top·of the fourth for
a 7-1 Princeton lead. Then UCF's bats
came alive in the bottom of the
fourth, and five runs in the frame
pulled the Golden Knights to within
7-6.
Stertzbach allowed two runs in
both the fifth and sixth innings, ending the UCF momentum an~ putting
the Golden Knights in an 11-6 hole.
Once again, however, UCF was
able to rally, and scored (our runs
with two outs in the bottom of the
sixth. Mike Myers reached on a fielder's choice, stole second base and
scored on a single by Jeremy Kurella.
DH Andy Johnson and Jeremy Frost
then hit back-to-back home runs,
bringing the Golden Knights back to
within one run. The home run was
Johnson's first of the season.
UCF took the lead in the seventh
.inning on RBis by Myers and Bill
Oakley, but Jason Arnold, who had
followed Paul Lubrano in relief of
Busbin and Stertzbach, allowed the
game-tying run in the eighth.
The Golden Knights had a
chance to win it in the bottom of the
ninth, but Summers was thrown out
trying to stretch a lead-off double into
a triple, ending the threat. Arnold
cruised through the Princeton lineup
for the rest of the game, allowing
, UCF a chance to win with just a run

in the bottom half of every inning.
· Then in the 12th, Swnmers ·led
off the inning with a single, followed
by a Ty Hanson walk. Oakley
advanced the runners to second and
third with a sacrifice bunt, and then
Graham drove in the winning run
with a bouncer over the second baseman's head.
In UCF's second game of the
regional, Justin Pope oyercame his
worst statistical outings of the season
to throw a complete game and beat
South Carolina 8-6. Pope allowed 11
hits, six earned runs, walked six batters and threw four wild pitches, but
managed to dig in and keep the . ..
Golden Knights in position to win.
With the game tied at 5-5 in the seventh inning, UCF scored three runs to
put the game out of reach. Pope got
Brennan Dees to strike out looking to
end the ball game.
''This might be one. of the best
perfo~ances I've had because it was
such a good game," Pope said. "Once
we got in the lead, I didn't back
down."
For the season, UCF went 51-14,
and won the Trans America Athletic
Conference regular season and tournament titles. It was the second
straight year the Golden Knights lost •'
two games on the final day of the
NCAA Regional, needing only one
win to advance to the Super Regional.
Last season, UCF fell to Florida State.
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Experience Li.f e the

·J efferson C.o.m

At Jefferson Commons, we offer much more
than apartments. We offer amenities and
services that cater to your lifestyle. Our
wide variety of floorplans and fully
furnished apartments were made with you
in mind.

Located at: 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, on Alafaya across from Bank of America Phone: 407-382-4114

www. jeffersoncom mons-orlando. com

More friends~
More fun.
More amenities.
Extended Basic Cable & HBO in each room.
Student gameroom with billiards, TV and
more. Computer Center with fax and copiers.
Internet access in each bedroom. Pool plaza
with heated .outdoor jacuzzi. Washer/dryer
in every apartment. Covered basketball
pavilion .... and much more.

LEASING NOW!
HURRY IN!

$99.DEPO-SIT ______ _
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·Postseason awards handed out to players
FROM PAGE
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dominated individual pitching
• season in school history.
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Offensive Player of the Year:
Jeremy Korella
This was a close one, but
Kurella edged out fellow Big
Ten transfer Chad Ehrnsberger
by virtue of his above-.400 batting average. While it isn't as
tough to hit .400 in college as it
is in the pros, Korella's .401
season average was still a
remarkable achievement. He
totaled 99 hits in 247 at-bats,
both of which led the team. He
was second on the team with 63
runs, 17 stolen bases and a .459
on-base percentage, third on the
team with 16 doubles · and 49
RBis and fourth on the team
with seven home runs. Korella's
pure hitting ability earned him

earned runs, six walks and four
wild pitches while striking out
eight. And while his numbers
weren't stellar by any means,
Pope said it was one of his best
games ever because of the pressure of the situation. This game
qualifies as one of the biggest
wins in school history.

third-team All-America status,
and placed him in the UCF
record books despite spending
only one season as a Golden
Knight.

Game of the Year: UCF 8,
South Carolina 6
It wasn't Justin Pope's
finest pitching performance, but
the UCF staff ace dug in to hold
off the Gamecocks and put _the
Golden Knights into the NCAA
Regional title game. UCF took a
3-0 lead, only to fall behind 4-3
when Pope got wild in the fourth
inning. The Golden Knights battled back for a 5-4 lead, but
South Carolina tied the game at
5-5 in the sixth. In the seventh
inning, however, UCF scored
three runs to take the lead for
good, and held on for an 8-6 victory. Pope threw ·a complete
game, giving up 11 hits, six

Runner Up: UCF 5, Alabama-1
UCF set the tone for the
entire weekend with a 5-1
series-opening victory against
Alabama, and went on to sweep
the 11th-ranked Crimson Tide in
the most-attended series in
Golden Knight history. Alabama
took a 1-0 lead on a UCF error
in the fourth inning, but the
Golden Knights responded with
three runs in the bottom of the
fourth, one in the seventh and
one in the eighth to seal the victory. Pope threw a complete

>.

..

•

game, allowing only seven hits
and the unearned run. He threw
131 pitches, striking out a then
career-high 13 batters and only
walking two, a performance that
earned him the National Pitcher
of the Week award, and earned
UCF baseball a considerable
amount of national respect.

base and pinch-runner Beau
Hearod on second, pinch-hitter
Chad White singled on a slow
ground ball through the left side
of the infield, prompting the
Alabama third base coach to
wave Hearod home. But UCF
left fielder Jason Graham fielded the ball threw a perfect strike
to catcher Jeremy Frost, who
Play of the Year: Jason tagged Hearod out to prevent
Graham's throw preserves the tying run from scoring.
UCF victory
Stertzbach then got Adam
After fighting back to take a Pavkovich to ground out to end
4-3 lead over Alabama in the the game, with the Golden
final game of the three-game 'Knights winning 4-3.
series, UCF faced a furious
Crimson Tide attempt to score a Most Improved Player: Jason
run in the ninth inning. After · Arnold
striking out Scott McClanahan
It may seem odd to put
to start the inning, Golden Arnold, already the best relief
Knight relief pitcher Von pitcher in school history, in this
Stertzbach allowed singles to category, but what he did this
Jeremy Brown and Grant season was nothing short of
Redding. With Redding on first amazing. After being an AllTAAC closer for three consecutive years,_ Arnold became a
starting pitcher in the UCF rotation. In order to do so, he developed two more pitches,· a
changeup and a hard breaking
ball, after relying almost predominately on an overpowering
fastball for most of his collegiate career. The results were
extremely impressive - a 14-3
record with a 1. 97 ERA, 150
strikeou~s and five complete
games. He held opposing batters
to a .191 average against him,
and gave one of the gutsiest performances ever for a UCF pitchAlu.fu:ya Trail ·
er in the NCAA Regional; pitching 5.2 innings in emergency
relief against Princeton and then
starting the decisive game
against South Carolina on just
one and half day's rest and
going 5+ innings, giving up
three runs and striking out nine.
LJ

Spacious 4-bedroom furnished residences • Individual leases • Roommate matching
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Riverwind - as low as $445/ Month
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Large pool with spacious sun deck
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& heated whirlpool spa

Surprise of the Year:
Freshman pitching performances

+ Fitness center with T.V.
+ ·Clubhouse with large-screen T.V.
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Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk)
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Computer center with high-speed Internet

Movie theater & game room (Riverwind)
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speed Internet * in all bedrooms!
Fully equipped kitchen & laundry room
Luxurious fully-furnished living room,
I

dining room and bedrooms t
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+
+
+
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4 Large bedrooms, 4 private full baths
\.

Dead-bolt locks on bedroom doors
Alarm system & gated access
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Freshman hurlers Paul
Lubrano, Burt Clark and Justin
Cerrato were a pleasant surprise
for Coach Jay Bergman this
year, starting a combined 15
games and compiling a record
of 9-4. Lubrano (3-3, 3.56 ERA,
48 IP, 34 strikeouts) even
replaced Brad Busbin in the
weekend rotation for a while,
and made the TAAC AllFreshman team. Clark (5-1, 4.12
ERA, 39.1 IP, 38 strikeouts) was
one of UCF's midweek starters,
and threw eight strong innings
in the TAAC Championship
game, allowing just two runs in
leading UCF to a win over
Jacksonville. Cerrato (1-0, 4.50
ERA, 36 IP, 37 strikeouts) started some midweek games for the
Golden Knights, and was a
valuable long and middle £€1liever, including an excellen... 'Jerformance to keep UCF i~ the
game in a 9-7 loss to South
Carolina
in
the
NCAA
Regional. With these freshmen
just developing, the .future of
UCF baseball rests on solid

arms.
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End oft
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n.aends UCF s

run to
Omaha
Carolina

2-5
DAVID MARsTERS
STAFF WRlI'ER

COLUMBIA, S.C. - UCFs road. to
Omaha ended where it started, at Sarge Frye
Field on the campus of the University of South
Carolina. The top-seeded Golden Knights,
needing only one win to advance, lost 9-7 and
5-2 to second-seeded South Carolina on the
final day of the regional and were eliminated.
1In the first game, freshman starter Burt
Clark allowed seven runs in a: wild third
inning, and UCF was never able to recover.
. UCF closed to within 7-6 on a Mike Fox fifthinning grand slam, but the Gamecocks added
runs in the sixth and seventh innings_to seal the

victory. Designated hitter Andy
Johnson went 5-for-5 to lead the
Golden Knights.
In the UCF's fourth and
decisive game of the regional, senior
right-hander Jason Arnold returned on just one
and a half day's rest to start after pitching 5.2
innings of emergency relief against Princeton.
Arnold pitched admirably, striking out nine
batters in five innings, but allowed a three-run
home run to Tripp Kelly in the fifth inning that
proved to be the difference in.the game. UCF
got to within 3-2, but South Carolina hit two
home runs in the eighth inning and went on to
win 5-2, eliminating the Golden Knights from
the regional and ending the UCF baseball sea-

son.
To get to the regional final, UCF started
out by beating fourth-seeded Princeton 13-12
in 12 innings Like many -other No. 1 seeds,
UCF chose to go with its third starter, Brad
Busbin, expecting less of a cballenge from a
weaker No.-4 seed and saving aces Justin Pope
and Jason Arnold for the regional-clinching
games.
But the gamble did not pay off.
Busbin struggled to get Princeton batters
out, and was pulled in the third inning after
spotting the Tigers a 5-1 lead. Von Stertzbach,
who came on in relief of Busbin, allowed two
GOLDEN, Page 14

UCF baseball has record-breaking season
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER
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Player of the Year: Justin
Pope

The 2000 baseball season
The junior right-hander
was one of the best in UCF broke nearly every UCF pitchhistory, with the Golden ing record on the books, going
Knights going 51-14, winning 15-1 on the year with a 1.68
the Trans America Athletic ERA, 158 strikeouts, six comConference regular season and plete games and two shutouts.
tournament titles, and climb- He broke the single-season
ing as high as No. 7 in the school records for wins, ERA,
national polls.
and strikouts, and the cai:eer
And though the team did- records for wins strikeouts. He
n't make it to the College was
a
first-team
AllWorld Series in Omaha, Neb., American, TAAC Player of the
UCF fans were treated to some Year, TAAC Pitcher of the
of the best baseball ever Week three times and the
played in Orlando, and some National Pitcher of the Week
of the best individual perfor- twice. Pope had a 38.1-inning
mances. Those who frequent- ·consecutive scoreless streak
ed the inagaural season at Jay and did not allow an earned
Bergman Field have many run at home in over 68
fond memories to carry with innings, dating back to the
them now.
first game of the season. In
Here, in capsule form, are short, it was the single most
PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA
some of _: JSe memories and
UCF starting pitcher Justin Pope earned TAAC Player of the Year and first-team
top performances.
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All America honors fhis season.
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Starting pitching
gamble was right
move
Don't do it.
Don't blame Jay Bergman's
decision to start Brad Busbin in
Game l of the NCAA Regionals for
UCF's early exit from the college
baseball postseason. The Golden
Knights' problem had more depth
than that.
Or lack of depth, to be more
accurate.
A large percentage of No. 1
seeds start their third starter in the
first game of NCAA Regional competition, going on the assumption
that they should be able to beat a
No. 4 seed without their staff aces
on_the mound. And that assumption,
which had to be Bergman's
assumption, is a correct one. Any
true contender for a spot in the
College World Series should have
no trouble beating a lowly No. 4
seed with its third-best starting
pitcher.
Unfortunately, when all was
said and done, UCF wasn't one of ·
those true contenders. Busbin and
reliever Von Stertzbach spotted
fourth-seeded Princeton, a team
with a losing record, a 7-1 lead,
leaving Bergman no choice but to
bring in Jason Arnold. But Arnold
was supposed to be starting the third
game of the regional, the one in
which UCF was supposed to clinch
a spot in the Super Regionals.
· Instead, Arnold threw 77 pitches in
5.2 innings of relief in Game 1,
keeping UCF in the game long
enough to come back and eek out an
extra-inning victory.
That 13-12 win turned out to
be a Phyrric victory, as Arnold's
long appearance prevented him
from starting Game 3, and Bergman
was forced to go with freshman
Burt Clark. Clark cruised through
the South Carolina lineup for two
innings, but lost his control and
allowed seven runs in the third
inning, giving the Gamecocks
momentum they would never relinquish. Arnold, ever the team player,
trotted his tired right arm to the
mound to start the decisive Game 4
of the regional on just one and a half
day's rest. He pitched unbelievably
well, considering the situation, but
the fatigue got to him in the fifth
inning, and one of the best power
pitchers in the country had to resort
to breaking ball after breaking ball.
Eventually, Arnold gave a three-ru....11
home run to Tripp Kelly, and UCF
couldn't catch up, going on to lose
5-2 and be eliminated from the
. UCF,.R"ge 14
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